
With red-hot moxie to match her crimson tresses, Anna Haas is the exemplar triple threat whose dramatic appeal 
scintillates on her records and especially through her live performances. Her upcoming EP, PASSION/POISON was 
recorded in Shreveport, Louisiana at Blade Studios with world renowned producer and drummer, Brady Blade (Dave 
Matthews, Bob Dylan, Emmylou Harris, Jewel, Buddy Miller) and Grammy nominated engineer Chris Bell (Erykah 
Badu, Destiny’s Child , U2, The Eagles). Haas moves into new territory, melding organic and electronic sounds with 
her signature powerhouse voice. Her sound is dynamic, with intelligent lyrics that resonate through expressive 
vocals and complex arrangements. Haas has reached a level of vocal and musical maturity with this sophomore 
release that is hard pressed to find among the up-and-coming. From orchestral to pop to blues and heart 
wrenching ballads, Haas’ influences span decades and genres, creating threads that tie together to make her an 
artist you won’t be able to forget. 

PA S S I O N / P O I S O N  
Track List 
 
1.  Up in the Air 
2.  Game Over 
3.  Woman of the Wild 
4.  Only Me 
5.  Eyes Open 
6.  A Thousand Lifetimes 

“This fiery redhead has everything it takes to be a star!” 
     The Daily News 

 
"Armed with years of stage training and a razor-sharp wit that bleeds 
through to her lyrics, Anna Haas draws inspiration from various sources, 
each of them creating a new layer to her textured career.” 

     The Deli Nashville 
 
"If Nashville native Anna Haas’ striking hair and sassy vintage style don’t 
stop you in your tracks, her powerful and playful voice and honest lyrics 
certainly will. ”     Triangle Arts and Entertainment 
 
“Anna’s powerful onstage presence and vocal prowess is undeniable, her 
energy is contagious.”    No Country for New Nashville 
 

T H E Y  SAY…  

Release date: March 31, 2015. 
 
The EP features musical greats like 
Ruby Amanfu, Jeff Coffin and Kenny 
Vaughan. 
 
The music video for “Woman of the 
Wild” was filmed in NYC and will be 
released this Spring. 
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